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ABSTRACT

While rapid changes in Arctic climate over recent decades are widely documented, the importance of

different driving mechanisms is still debated. A previous study proposed a causal connection between recent

tropical Pacific sea surface temperature (SST) trends and circulation changes over northern Canada and

Greenland (NCG). Here, using the HadGEM3-A model, we perform a suite of sensitivity experiments to

investigate the influence of tropical SSTs on winter atmospheric circulation over NCG. The experiments are

forced with observed SST changes between an ‘‘early’’ (1979–88) and ‘‘late’’ period (2003–12) and applied

across the entire tropics (TropSST), the tropical Pacific (PacSST), and the tropical Atlantic (AtlSST). In

contrast to the previous study, all three experiments show a negative 200-hPa eddy geopotential height (Z200)

anomaly over NCG in winter, which is similar to the response in AMIP experiments from four other climate

models. The positive Z200 NCG anomaly in ERA-Interim between the two periods is inside the bounds of

internal variability estimated from bootstrap sampling. The NCG circulation anomaly in the TropSST ex-

periment is associated with a Rossby wave train originating from the tropical Pacific, with an important

contribution coming from the tropical Atlantic SSTs connected via an atmospheric bridge through the tropical

Pacific. This generates anomalous upper-level convergence and a positive Rossby wave source anomaly near

the North Pacific jet exit region. Hence, while a tropics–Arctic teleconnection is evident, its influence on

recent Arctic regional climate differs from observed changes and warrants further research.

1. Introduction

Arctic climate has undergone large and rapid changes

over the last several decades (e.g., Hartmann et al.

2013). Surface air temperatures in the Arctic, especially

in boreal autumn and winter months, have increased at

around twice the rate of the global mean (Serreze et al.

2009; Screen and Simmonds 2010a; Lesins et al. 2012;

Cohen et al. 2014; Gong et al. 2017). Increases in mid-to-

upper-tropospheric temperatures in theArctic have also

been found, although at a lesser rate than at the surface,

as well as observed increases in precipitation, cloudi-

ness, and storms (Kattsov and Walsh 2000; Graversen

et al. 2008; Screen and Simmonds 2010b; Walsh et al.

2011; Screen et al. 2013; Ding et al. 2014).

Much of the observed change in Arctic climate has been

attributed to increasing greenhouse gases and changes in

anthropogenic aerosols (Bindoff et al. 2013; Chung and

Räisänen 2011; Breider et al. 2017). However, uncertainty

still exists regarding the driving mechanisms, with forcings
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from both local and remote regions being described

as key mechanisms in the literature. Screen and

Simmonds (2010a) argued that since the observed

warming is greatest at the surface in boreal autumn and

winter, changes in sea ice must be a primary driver, even

though the greatest sea ice reductions have occurred in

summer and early autumn (Serreze and Stroeve 2015).

Screen et al. (2013) hypothesized that Arctic-wide sea

ice reductions and Arctic surface temperatures were

related through ice–albedo feedbacks. This occurs due

to the loss of Arctic sea ice resulting in open water in the

Arctic Ocean and thus a greater heat flux into the ocean

in summer months (Screen and Simmonds 2010a;

Bintanja and van der Linden 2013). This reverses in

autumn and winter months, with a net upward heat

flux resulting in surface warming (Screen and

Simmonds 2010a; Serreze et al. 2009). Local radiative

feedbacks associated with changing surface tempera-

tures, water vapor, and clouds can also amplify Arctic

warming (e.g., Pithan and Mauritsen 2014; Goosse

et al. 2018).

Local processes are clearly of central importance for

Arctic climate; however, there has been increasing at-

tention on the influence of remote regions. In particular,

changes in sea surface temperatures (SSTs) outside of

the Arctic have been shown to be an important driver of

Arctic warming (Tokinaga et al. 2017) both at the sur-

face (Langen and Alexeev 2007) and in the middle and

upper troposphere (Screen et al. 2013). In the atmo-

sphere, the effects of remote SSTs on the Arctic are

communicated through poleward transport of heat and

moisture (Cai 2005; Graversen et al. 2008; Gimeno et al.

2015; Cao et al. 2017; Yoshimori et al. 2017; Chemke and

Polvani 2020), which can increase local cloudiness,

water vapor, and latent heat release (Graversen and

Wang 2009; Bintanja et al. 2011), resulting in increased

downward longwave radiation (Cao et al. 2017; Gong

et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2017). Planetary-scale Rossby

waves play a vital role in the horizontal transport of heat

and moisture by the atmosphere (Graversen and Burtu

2016; Hoskins and Karoly 1981). Lee (2012) posited the

tropically excited Arctic warming mechanism (TEAM),

which proposes that on interannual time scales the

changes to tropical convection associated with La Niña
generates anomalous Rossby wave activity resulting in

warming over the Arctic in boreal winter, and vice versa

for El Niño. El Niño has also been found to affect

summer circulation in northern high latitudes through

generating precipitation and divergence anomalies in

the tropical Pacific, which generate a Rossby wave to the

North Atlantic and Eurasia (O’Reilly et al. 2019, 2018).

Other modes of decadal climate variability, such as the

interdecadal Pacific oscillation (IPO) and the Pacific

decadal oscillation (PDO), have also been shown to alter

the rate of Arctic warming. The negative phases of IPO

and PDO have been found to result in more rapid Arctic

warming (Meehl et al. 2018; Screen and Francis 2016),

which may be the result of a poleward propagating wave

train (Trenberth et al. 2014). However, the role of the

PDO is somewhat disputed as Svendsen et al. (2018) sug-

gest that the warming of the Arctic in the early twentieth

century was associated with a positive phase of the PDO.

Although most studies have focused on the role of

tropical Pacific teleconnections to the Arctic, some have

also highlighted how tropical Atlantic variability can

impact Arctic climate. In a modeling sensitivity study,

Meehl et al. (2018) found that anomalous convection in

the tropical Atlantic generated circulation anomalies

over the Arctic in boreal summer, similar to those ob-

served between 2000 and 2014. BothAtlantic and Pacific

variability have been shown to be important for the at-

mospheric circulation patterns associated with the early

twentieth-century warming in the Arctic (Tokinaga

et al. 2017; Wegmann et al. 2017). In the mid-twentieth

century, there was a period of Arctic cooling which was

shown to be due to a transition to a negative phase of the

Atlantic multidecadal oscillation between 1940 and 1970

(Chylek et al. 2009). Castruccio et al. (2019) also found

that Atlantic multidecadal variability (more commonly

used now to describe low-frequency Atlantic SST var-

iations) has had a significant influence on modulating

Arctic sea ice trends through changes to both ocean

heat transport and atmospheric circulation. Mahajan

et al. (2011) found, in a long control simulation, that an

intensified Atlantic meridional overturning circulation

results in increased surface air temperatures and re-

duced sea ice in the Arctic. A Rossby wave train gen-

erated in the tropical Atlantic was also found to result

in warming over Svalbard (Flournoy et al. 2016).

Distinguishing the relative importance of different

tropical basins for climate trends in the Arctic is com-

plicated by the challenge of separating the role of

atmospheric and ocean processes, and the fact that

tropical SST forcing in one basin can influence atmo-

spheric circulation in other basins (Cai et al. 2019).

Most studies on tropical–Arctic teleconnections have

tended to focus on the influence of remote regions on

pan-Arctic climate; however, understanding regional

polar change is important particularly in relation to sea

ice loss and glacial melt. Understanding changes to the

climate in northern Canada and Greenland (NCG) are

specifically important as sea ice within the Canadian

Archipelago is among the thickest in the Arctic and

melting of the Greenland Ice Sheet is making a sub-

stantial contribution to global sea level rise (Shepherd

et al. 2019). Screen and Simmonds (2010b) analyzed
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radiosonde data between 1998 and 2008 and found a

temperature increase over the Canadian Arctic of 0.68C
linked to SST changes outside of the Arctic. Winter

surface air temperatures have increased on the coastal

edges of Greenland by 5.78C between 1981 and 2012

(Hanna et al. 2014), which may lead to ice melt and

destabilization of the ice sheet and thus have implica-

tions for future sea level rise. Ding et al. (2014, hereafter

D14) analyzed reanalysis data and found a positive trend

in annual mean upper tropospheric geopotential height

over NCG between 1979 and 2012, which they identified

as a driver of locally enhanced near-surface temperature

trends. They found a similar trend in a general circula-

tion model forced only with tropical SST trends over

the same period and concluded that the local geo-

potential height and surface temperature trends were a

consequence of tropical SST trends. They posited a

mechanism related to a poleward propagating Rossby

wave train emanating from the tropical Pacific (also

Trenberth et al. 2014). While the reanalysis trends in

wave activity flux (WAF) shown by D14 also indicate

a poleward propagating wave train from the tropics

toward NCG, there were differences in the wave prop-

agation between the reanalysis data and the model re-

sults, therefore indicating that there is uncertainty in this

mechanism.

This study aims to further examine the influence of

recent tropical SST changes on atmospheric circulation

over the NCG region during boreal winter [December–

February (DJF)]. We use climate model experiments

in which observed SST changes are imposed in dif-

ferent tropical ocean basins. The experiments use

prescribed SSTs and sea ice, which allows us to spe-

cifically distinguish the role of atmospheric processes

from coupling with the ocean. We aim to build on

recent work to further elucidate the mechanisms for

tropical forcing of atmospheric circulation at high

northern latitudes.

2. Methods

a. Global atmospheric model

We use the Hadley Centre Global Environmental

Model version 3 in atmosphere-only mode (HadGEM3-A)

at N96 horizontal resolution (1.258 latitude 3 1.8758
longitude, ;130 km in the tropics) with 85 vertical

levels extending to an altitude of;84 km (Hewitt et al.

2011). The model is forced with monthly mean SST and

sea ice fields from the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea

Surface Temperature (HadISST) dataset, which in-

corporates both in situ and satellite measurements

(Rayner et al. 2003).

b. Sea surface temperature perturbations and
experiment design

The design of the perturbation experiments focuses

on SST changes over the period 1979–2012 to coincide

with the analysis of D14. Figure 1a shows the differences

in annual mean SSTs between the ‘‘early’’ period (1979–

88) and the ‘‘late’’ period (2003–12) in HadISST. The

pattern shows a large-scale warming of SSTs across most

of the Northern Hemisphere, with the main exception

being parts of the tropical and North Pacific, which show

cooling corresponding to a shift from a positive to a

negative phase of the PDO (e.g., Kosaka and Xie 2013).

As our focus is on the role of tropical SSTs for atmo-

spheric circulation, we impose the observed differences

in SSTs in the tropics between the early and late periods

identified above (Fig. 1a), amplified by a factor of 2, and

exclude extratropical changes as detailed below.

Four experiments are performed (see Table 1), each

integrated for 60 years with the first 2 years discounted

from the analysis to allow for spinup. The first experi-

ment, CONTROL, is a reference state forced with

global SSTs and sea ice from a 10-yr climatology over

1979–88 and with atmospheric greenhouse gas concen-

trations, aerosols, and solar forcing fixed at 1979–88

levels. There are therefore no external sources of in-

terannual variability in CONTROL, only that which is

produced internally by the atmosphere. The second

experiment, hereafter referred to as TropSST, uses the

same SSTs as CONTROL poleward of 31.258N/S, but

within the tropics the differences in monthly mean SSTs

between the late (2003–12) and early (1979–88) periods,

multiplied by a factor of 2, are imposed (see Fig. 1b).

The imposed SST anomalies are smoothed using a

linear-weighted sine function between 208 and 31.258N/S

(Fig. 2b). This smoothing minimizes sharp gradients

in SST across the tropical–extratropical boundary

(Fig. 2a). The imposed SST anomalies exceed 18C in the

northern tropical Atlantic and southwest tropical Pacific

(Fig. 1b). In the tropical east Pacific, the anomalies

exceed 218C near the coast of South America. The two

other model experiments are similar to TropSST, except

that the anomalous SSTs are applied in either the

tropical Pacific or tropical Atlantic basins only (PacSST

and AtlSST, respectively) to separate the impacts of

changes in SSTs in these sectors. We performed a sep-

arate experiment perturbing SSTs only in the Indian

Ocean, but this was found to have negligible effect on

the region of focus in this study and hence we do not

include those results. The smoothing function used in

the TropSST experiment is additionally applied along

the coastlines of each tropical ocean basin in PacSST

andAtlSST.Using an atmosphere-onlymodel with fixed
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changes in SST means that we are able to isolate how

the atmosphere responds to particular ocean surface

anomalies. However, it does lack feedback processes

associated with ocean–atmosphere interactions that would

occur in a coupled model (Screen and Francis 2016).

To assess the response of the atmosphere to the

tropical SST perturbations, we take the difference of

the perturbation experiments (TropSST, PacSST, and

AtlSST) relative to CONTROL and assess the statistical

significance of the results using a two-tailed Student’s t

test. We also assess the changes between the late and

early periods in the European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) interim re-

analysis dataset (ERA-Interim; Dee et al. 2011) and

compare these to AMIP experiments from four models

generated through the Facility for Climate Assessment

(FACTS) Experiments conducted by the NOAA Earth

System Research Laboratory (ERSL) Physical Sciences

Division (PSD). The FACTSmodels used are ECHAM5,

CAM4, GFS, and CAM5. These were run from 1979

to 2014 and forced with observed time-varying SSTs

and sea ice concentrations (Hurrell et al. 2008), green-

house gas concentrations, aerosols, and ozone from the

AC&C/SPARC ozone dataset (Cionni et al. 2011). The

greenhouse gas concentrations follow the representa-

tive concentration pathway (RCP) 6.0 scenario from

2006 onward. The analysis focuses onDJF as this is when

the largest changes in climate in the NCG region have

been observed and when conditions are most favorable

for poleward propagation of Rossby waves into the

Northern Hemisphere (Hoskins and Karoly 1981;

Trenberth et al. 1998; Lee 2012).

c. Wave activity flux

We use the wave activity flux (WAF) defined by

Plumb (1985) to quantify the anomalous wave activity

FIG. 1. (a) The difference in annual mean tropical SSTs (8C) between the periods 2003–12

and 1979–88 in HadISST and (b) the annual mean of the SST perturbation imposed in the

TropSST experiment, where the anomalies are twice the amplitude of those in (a).

TABLE 1. Details of model experiments with description of SSTs. All other boundary conditions (e.g., greenhouse gases, aerosols, and

solar forcing) are held fixed at mean 1979–88 levels. Each experiment was run for 60 years.

Model experiment SST forcing

CONTROL Global SST based on 10-yr climatology from 1979–88

TropSST 23 [(2003–12 SSTs) 2 (1979–88 SSTs)] between 328N and 328S
CONTROL SSTs elsewhere

PacSST 23 [(2003–12 SSTs) 2 (1979–88 SSTs)] between 328N and 328S within the tropical Pacific basin only

CONTROL SSTs elsewhere

AtlSST 23 [(2003–12 SSTs)2 (1979–88 SSTs)] between 328N and 328S within the tropical Atlantic basin only

CONTROL SSTs elsewhere
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resulting from the imposed tropical SST perturbations.

As this study is primarily concerned with horizontal

wave propagation, we use the 2D horizontal WAF, Fs:

F
s
5 p cosf

2
6664

y02 2
1

2Va sin 2f

›(y0F0)
›l

2u0y0 1
1

2Va sin 2f

›(u0F0)
›l

3
7775 , (1)

where u and y are the zonal and meridional wind, F is

geopotential height, p is pressure/1000 mb, V is Earth’s

rotation rate, a is Earth’s radius, andf and l are latitude

and longitude, respectively. Primes denote the deviation

from the zonal mean. The value of Fs was calculated

using monthly mean fields and then averaged over DJF.

d. Rossby wave source

Following Sardeshmukh and Hoskins (1988), the

Rossby wave source derived from the barotropic vor-

ticity equation is given by

S52v
x
� =z2 zD52= � (v

x
z) , (2)

where z is the absolute vorticity, D is the divergence of

the horizontal wind, and vx is the divergent component

of the horizontal wind. The first term on the right-hand

side of themiddle equality in Eq. (2) (2vx �=z) relates to
the advection of vorticity by the divergent wind. The

second term (2zD) relates to the generation of vorticity

by vortex stretching. The RWS is large in areas of large

gradients of absolute vorticity anddivergentwind (O’Kane

et al. 2016). Shimizu and de Albuquerque Cavalcanti

(2010) state that these conditions exist along the jet

streams or poleward of diabatic heating, where the di-

vergent component of wind is greater due to convection

and where there are large background gradients of vor-

ticity. In the Northern Hemisphere, negative (positive)

values of the RWS indicate anticyclonic (cyclonic) vor-

ticity sources and consequently divergence (convergence).

3. Results

a. Reanalysis data and FACTS simulations

Figure 3 shows 200-hPa eddy geopotential height

(Z200) fields in DJF from ERA-Interim, with contours

FIG. 2. (a)Weighting function for the SST forcing applied over the tropics with red indicating

full forcing and white indicating no forcing. The scale from red to white along the tropical edges

is a linear weighted sine function to smooth the tropical SST anomalies onto the background

climatological state with a weighting of 1 between 6208 latitude and decreasing to 0 by 6328.
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showing the average over the early period (1979–88) and

shading showing differences between the late and early

periods. Over the NCG region, highlighted by the green

box, there is a positive eddy Z200 anomaly of up to 40m,

which indicates weakening of the climatological trough

in this region shown in the contours. While this behavior

is broadly consistent with the annual mean trends in

eddy Z200 over NCG found by D14, there are some

differences in the pattern over the Pacific compared to

D14. D14 showed an apparent wave train emanating

from the central tropical Pacific and propagating across

North America (see also Trenberth et al. 2014), which

was identified from a maximum covariance analysis as

the second mode of the covariance between tropical

SSTs and Z200. Instead, Fig. 3 shows a cyclone pair

straddling the equator in the central Pacific, which is

reminiscent of a Gill–Matsuno-type response to anom-

alous tropical heating (Gill 1980), and a weakening of

the Aleutian low, but less evidence of a wave train

connecting the tropical Pacific and NCG region.

To determine the forced change in circulation over

NCG, we examine AMIP model simulations generated

through the FACTS project (see section 2). The four

models analyzed from this dataset—ECHAM5, CAM4,

ESRL-GFSv2, and ERSL-CAM5—each provide 30, 20,

30, and 20 ensemble members, respectively, differing

only in their atmospheric initial conditions. Figure 4

shows the ensemble mean differences in eddy Z200

between 1979–88 and 2003–12 in the four AMIPmodels.

All the models simulate a highly consistent pattern of

eddy Z200 differences in the Northern Hemisphere.

There is a consistent decrease in geopotential height

over northern Canada, albeit with some variation in

magnitude (CAM4 shows the largest change and ESRL-

GFSv2 theweakest). The differences in eddyZ200 in the

tropical Pacific are also similar in the models, with a pair

of cyclonic anomalies straddling the equator and an

anticyclonic anomaly in the North Pacific around the

Aleutian Islands. While the eddy Z200 patterns in the

tropics are similar to ERA-Interim (Fig. 3), the differ-

ences over NCG, in particular over Canada, have the

opposite sign. This suggests that the differences in ERA-

Interim may be the result of internal atmospheric vari-

ability (Fig. 7) and the forced response associated with

FIG. 3. Shading shows differences in boreal winter (DJF) eddy geopotential height at 200 hPa

(Z200) (m) in ERA-Interim between the 10-yr periods 2003–12 and 1979–88. The contours

show the DJF climatology over 1979–88 with a contour spacing of 50m. The green box denotes

the northern Canada and Greenland (NCG) region, which is the primary focus of this study.

FIG. 4. The ensemble mean difference in DJF eddy Z200 (m) between 1979–88 and 2003–12 in the AMIP sim-

ulations from (a) CAM4, (b) ECHAM5, (c) ESRL-CAM5, and (d) ESRL-GFDv2. The number of ensemble

members for each model is given in the header. Stippling denotes regions where the differences are statistically

significant at the 95% confidence level.
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globally changing SSTs and greenhouse gases is associ-

ated with a cyclonic anomaly over NCG.

b. Response in TropSST experiment

The shading in Fig. 5a shows the eddy Z200 anomalies

in DJF in the TropSST experiment. A large statistically

significant negative eddy Z200 anomaly is found over

most of Canada and the northern United States ex-

tending into the North Atlantic, representing a deep-

ening of the climatological trough in that region

(contours in Fig. 5a). This is in contrast to the changes

found in the reanalysis data (Fig. 3), which has a positive

eddy Z200 anomaly over NCG and larger changes over

Greenland than found in the TropSST experiment, de-

spite the fact the imposed tropical SSTs are double the

observed differences. The TropSST response is, how-

ever, similar to the differences in eddy Z200 in the

FACTS experiments (Fig. 4), thus highlighting a role for

changes in tropical SSTs in driving this high-latitude

pattern. Furthermore, the simulated pattern in TropSST

bears some similarity to the streamfunction anomaly

found over northern Canada by Meehl et al. (2018)

when forcing the CAM3 model with convective anom-

alies in the tropical Pacific associated with a negative

phase of the IPO. This suggests a potential role for de-

cadal variability in determining this pattern. Statistically

significant eddy Z200 anomalies are found in the tropi-

cal Atlantic and Pacific basins, which are generally

consistent with the results from the reanalysis dataset. In

both tropical ocean basins, the anomalous eddy Z200

patterns peak in the northern subtropics with a decrease

in the central Pacific and an increase in the Atlantic.

Positive eddy Z200 anomalies in the North Pacific cor-

respond to a weakening of the Aleutian low, which is

consistent with the effect of tropical Pacific cooling on

the Aleutian low found in earlier studies (Niebauer

1988; Rodionov et al. 2007; Sheridan and Lee 2012; Ding

et al. 2018). In contrast to the findings of D14, our ex-

periments show that the mean changes in tropical SSTs

between 1979–88 and 2003–12 cannot explain the ob-

served eddy Z200 trends over NCG. This may be a

consequence of (i) the analysis of seasonal changes

rather than annual trends; (ii) the experiment design

using timeslice experiments rather than transient forc-

ings (however, the similarity of the TropSST response to

the FACTS AMIP experiments suggests this is not a

major factor); (iii) the use of another climate model to

D14 that produces different tropical–extratropical tele-

connections; or (iv) differences in internal variability and its

influence on tropical–extratropical teleconnections between

themodel and reanalysis. To test (i) we examined the annual

mean differences in eddy Z200 between TropSST

and CONTROL; this showed a similar pattern to the

DJF differences with a negative eddy Z200 anomaly

over northern Canada that is weaker but still statistically

significant at the 95% confidence level (not shown). We

therefore conclude that the focus on boreal winter in this

study compared to the annual mean analysis of D14

cannot explain the difference in sign of the response

over NCG. Point (iv) is investigated in section 3d.

FIG. 5. The difference in DJF eddy Z200 (m) between the TropSST and CONTROL ex-

periments. The gray shading in (a) denotes regions where the differences are not statistically

significant at the 95% confidence level and the contours show the CONTROL climatology with

intervals at every 50m. Dashed contours denote negative values. The vectors overlaid in

(b) denote the differences in 200-hPa wave activity flux (m2 s22).
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In relation to point (iii), we examine the changes in

wave propagation connected to the eddy Z200 response

in the TropSST experiment. The vectors in Fig. 5b show

anomalies in 200hPa WAF [see Eq. (1)]. This shows the

imposed SST changes generate anomalous wave activity

in the tropical west Pacific (208–308N) over the western

edge of the region of negative eddy Z200 (shading

in Fig. 5b, with WAF in vectors). This anomalous

WAF shows propagation poleward and eastward where

it appears to divide, with a wave train propagating

equatorward around 1608W, and another continuing to

propagate over North America into NCG and toward

the North Atlantic. This indicates that the circulation

response over NCG in TropSST is the result of a pole-

ward propagating wave train excited in the tropical

Pacific and propagating northeastward across the North

Pacific. This wave train broadly agrees with that in the

ERA-Interim trends shown by D14, but not with the

findings from their model simulations.

The results of TropSST demonstrate that changes to

WAF in both the Atlantic and Pacific basins may be

important for the simulated circulation response in the

NCG region. To further understand and separate the

relative roles of SST changes in the two ocean basins,

the next section analyses further HadGEM3-A experi-

ments in which the SST perturbations are applied in only

the Pacific or Atlantic basins.

c. Responses in PacSST and AtlSST experiments

As described in section 2b, the SST perturbations

applied in the PacSST and AtlSST experiments are

identical to those in TropSST except applied only in the

tropical Pacific and tropical Atlantic basins, respec-

tively. The responses of eddy Z200 and WAF for the

PacSST and AtlSST experiments are shown in Fig. 6,

which can be compared to the TropSST response in

Fig. 5. Both experiments show a negative eddy Z200

anomaly over NCG, which resembles the change seen in

TropSST. However, this feature has a deeper minimum

and shows a greater westward extension in the AtlSST

experiment, while in the PacSST experiment it is weaker

and confined to northeast Canada and Greenland.

However, when considering the NCG area average

Z200 anomaly, the two experiments are largely indis-

tinguishable (see section 3d).

Both the PacSST and AtlSST experiments show sta-

tistically significant eddy Z200 anomalies in the tropical

Pacific andAtlantic sectors, but these are weaker than in

the TropSST experiment. In PacSST, there are eddy

Z200 anomalies of alternating sign in the Pacific Ocean

indicating a tropical–extratropical wave train. This wave

train, also identifiable in the WAF (Fig. 6c), emanates

from the tropical west Pacific around 1758E, 208N and

propagates in an arc-like trajectory from the tropical

Pacific over NCG, and equatorward into the North

Atlantic. This resembles the response in the TropSST

experiment, except that the wave train extends farther

downstream in PacSST. The AtlSST experiment also

has eddy Z200 anomalies within the tropical Pacific and

Atlantic basins which, based on the WAF in the tropical

Atlantic (Fig. 6d), are related to a wave train generated

around 208N, which propagates poleward across the

North Atlantic to Iceland and the Greenland Sea. These

anomalies are similar to those in Elsbury et al. (2019),

FIG. 6. Differences in DJF eddy Z200 (m) in the (a),(c) PacSST and (b),(d) AtlSST experiments. The gray

shading in (a) and (b) denotes regions where the differences are not statistically significant at the 95% confidence

level. Vectors in (c) and (d) show the 200-hPa wave activity flux (m2 s22) responses.
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who forced a model with SST anomalies associated with

the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation. Some WAF

anomaly vectors in the tropical Atlantic are oriented

westward, which indicates a reduction in the (generally

eastward) climatological wave flux. Interestingly, de-

spite there being no SST forcing in the Pacific Ocean in

the AtlSST experiment, there is still anomalous wave

activity found in the extratropical Pacific. Figure 6d

shows anomalous wave generation around 308N, 1358E,
which propagates across the North Pacific to a positive

eddy Z200 anomaly around 608N, 1708W. This indicates

that tropical Atlantic SST perturbations can play an

important role in driving atmospheric dynamics in the

Pacific basin, likely through changes in upper-level di-

vergence (Kucharski et al. 2014; Simpkins et al. 2014;

Chikamoto et al. 2016). This will be investigated further

in section 3e.

The results show that tropically excited Rossby waves

forced by the imposed tropical SST anomalies generate

remote circulation anomalies over the NCG region.

Interestingly, the experiments indicate that the tropical

Atlantic plays a significant role in driving the circulation

response over NCG in TropSST. While these findings

are in contrast to some other studies (Lau and Nath

1994; Ding et al. 2011; Ferranti et al. 1994; Ding et al.

2014; Trenberth et al. 2014), several recent studies have

highlighted the importance of tropical Atlantic SSTs for

high-latitude teleconnections in Northern Hemisphere

summer (Meehl et al. 2018) and the Southern

Hemisphere (Simpkins et al. 2012, 2014; Li et al. 2015).

The similarity between the change in circulation over

the NCG region in our tropical SST forcing experiments

and the FACTS AMIP simulations (Fig. 4), which ac-

count for all known forcings including extratropical

SSTs and sea ice changes, suggests that tropical SST

changes play an important role in the FACTS simulated

responses. Nevertheless, the modeled responses are

distinct from the differences in ERA-Interim shown in

Fig. 3. This suggests that another factor such as internal

variability may have contributed to the observed circu-

lation changes in the NCG region. This is addressed in

the following section.

d. Role of internal variability

To investigate the potential role of internal vari-

ability in determining the differences in circulation

over NCG in ERA-Interim, we perform a bootstrap

analysis (sampled n5 1000 times) of differences in eddy

Z200 between two random 10-yr samples with replace-

ment from all ERA-Interim years. The distribution of

eddy Z200 differences over NCG from these samples is

shown in Fig. 7. The observed difference in ERA-Interim

between the late (2003–12) and early (1979–88) periods

(black line) lies inside the 95% confidence interval es-

timated from the bootstrap samples, indicating the

anomalous eddy Z200 over NCG is not highly significant

compared to internal variability.

We now put the difference in circulation anomalies

over NCGbetween ERA-Interim (Fig. 3) and themodel

simulations (Figs. 5 and 6) into the context of sampling

uncertainty by performing a bootstrap analysis with re-

placement (sampled n 5 1000 times) of the model ex-

periments. For the CONTROL experiment, differences

are calculated between two 10-year random samples.

For the perturbation experiments, we draw random

10-yr samples from the perturbation experiment and

CONTROL and then compute the difference in eddy

Z200 over NCG. Figure 8 shows histograms of the

bootstrap distributions of the eddy Z200 differences in

each experiment. The 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles are

shown in red lines to denote the 95% confidence interval

and the black line is the difference from ERA-Interim

between 1979–88 and 2003–12.

Figure 8a shows that in CONTROL there is substan-

tial internal variability in the winter circulation over

NCG and the difference diagnosed in ERA-Interim lies

inside the sampling uncertainty of the model’s inter-

nal variability alone (i.e., with no difference in SST).

The bootstrap distribution of the TropSST experiment

(Fig. 8b) shows a comparable spread to CONTROL

centered around the long-term mean difference of

FIG. 7. Histogram of 1000-member bootstrap distribution for the

difference in 10-yr random samples of DJF eddyZ200 over NCG in

ERA-Interim between 1979 and 2014. The black solid line repre-

sents the mean difference between 1979–88 and 2003–12 and the

red dashed lines represent the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles.
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around 250m. The 95% confidence interval only spans

negative values, showing it is extremely unlikely to find a

positive eddyZ200 anomaly over NCGwith the doubled

tropical SST anomaly imposed. The anomaly from

ERA-Interim is in the very upper tail of the TropSST

distribution. Given the weaker responses in the AtlSST

and PacSST experiments (Figs. 8c,d), the observed

ERA-Interim anomaly is proportionately more likely to

occur in the context of those distributions, though in

both cases the reanalysis anomaly lies outside of the

95% confidence intervals. These results indicate 1) that

the observed differences were exceptional insofar as an

anomaly of that magnitude was very unlikely to occur; 2)

that the observed anomaly was forced by a factor other

than tropical SST changes that is not accounted for

in our experiments (though since the ensemble mean

FACTS experiments show a similar response to

TropSST this seems unlikely to be the main explana-

tion); 3) that there is some structural difference between

the model and real world that makes the modeled dis-

tributions biased relative to observations; or 4) that the

representation of interval variability in the model is

different from the real world. It is virtually impossible

to test most of these hypotheses; however, to address

the fourth point we note that the spread in the boot-

strap distribution of random 10-yr samples from ERA-

Interim is broadly comparable with CONTROL, albeit

the distribution is slightly narrower in the model which

might be expected given that CONTROL has fixed

boundary conditions.

e. Dynamical changes to the background flow

To further investigate the mechanisms for the wave

train response to the imposed tropical SST perturba-

tions described in section 3c, we now examine the

underlying dynamical processes including the Rossby

wave source and changes in background flow in the

experiments.

Figure 9 shows the climatological 200-hPa (a) diver-

gence and (b) Rossby wave source (RWS) in the

CONTROL experiment, and Figs. 10a–f show the as-

sociated anomalies in the three SST perturbation ex-

periments. As expected, the main divergence anomalies

occur over the tropical oceans as the SST perturbations

alter tropical convection (Figs. 10a–c). In the TropSST

experiment, there is a region of enhanced diver-

gence around the equator in the tropical Atlantic sector

flanked by regions of enhanced convergence (Fig. 10a).

This indicates a strengthening of convection in the

tropical Atlantic and comes mainly from the local SST

warming (Fig. 10c). In the tropical Pacific, the region of

climatological divergence in the west Pacific associated

with the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ; see

Fig. 9a) is significantly reduced in TropSST (Fig. 10a).

The weakened divergence in the main branch of the

ITCZ north of the equator and the anomalous conver-

gence over the southeast United States are mainly

driven by the local Pacific SST changes (Fig. 10b).

However, in AtlSST there are also weaker but statisti-

cally significant changes in divergence in the Pacific

sector. These show enhanced divergence in the main

ITCZ band north of the equator and anomalous con-

vergence to the south. In AtlSST there is also a region of

anomalous divergence in the equatorial east Pacific

which corresponds to a weakening of the climatological

convergence there (Fig. 9a) and regions of anomalous

divergence and convergence in the North Pacific. This

indicates there is interbasin coupling between the

Atlantic and Pacific that communicates theAtlantic SST

FIG. 8. Histograms of 1000-member bootstrap distributions for

the difference in 10-yr random samples of DJF eddy Z200 over

NCG in (a) CONTROL and for the responses in (b) TropSST,

(c) PacSST, and (d)AtlSST relative to CONTROL. The black solid

line represents the mean difference in ERA-Interim between

1979–88 and 2003–12 and the red dashed lines represent the 2.5th

and 97.5th percentiles.
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warming into the Pacific basin through atmospheric

circulation (cf. Simpkins et al. 2014; McGregor et al.

2014; Li et al. 2015; Elsbury et al. 2019; Sutton and

Hodson 2007; Sun et al. 2017; Davini et al. 2015;

Okumura et al. 2009; Peings and Magnusdottir 2014).

To further illustrate this, Fig. 11 shows the longitudi-

nal cross section of absolute zonal wind and vertical

velocity vectors averaged between 108N and 108S in

CONTROL (Fig. 11a) and the anomalous vectors in the

TropSST, PacSST, and AtlSST experiments (Figs. 11b–d).

In CONTROL there is ascent in the tropical Atlantic

sector between around 408–708W and in the tropical

west Pacific between 1208E–1808. Between these regions

of ascent are regions of descent, such as in the central

tropical Pacific and eastern tropical Atlantic, which

close the Walker circulation. In both the TropSST and

AtlSST experiments (Figs. 11b,d), there is a strength-

ening of the ascent in the tropicalAtlantic sector relative

to CONTROL. In AtlSST there is westward flow at

upper levels from the Atlantic into the Pacific sector and

anomalous descent around 1308W and between 1608E
and 1808. In contrast, in the PacSST experiment the

changes in overturning circulation are largely confined

to the Pacific sector. This highlights that the Atlantic

SST perturbation results in a strengthening of the

upper-level flow between the Atlantic and Pacific ba-

sins, inducing changes in upper-level divergence as

seen in Fig. 10c.

Given the evidence for an important role of both

Pacific and Atlantic SSTs for the RWS response in the

TropSST experiment, we also examine the relative lin-

earity of the PacSST and AtlSST responses relative to

TropSST. Figure 12 shows the sum of the PacSST 1
AtlSST responses for (a) divergence anomalies and

(b) RWS anomalies. The patterns of the combined

PacSST 1 AtlSST responses are very similar to the

TropSST experiment (Figs. 10a,d). For example, the

east–west dipole anomalies of divergence and RWS

across the extratropical Pacific are present. However,

although the sum of the anomalies shows the same sign

as in Figs. 10a and 10d, the differences are generally

weaker than in the TropSST experiment. This could

be due to a weakening of the SST anomalies along

the coastlines in the PacSST and AtlSST experiments

that is not included in the TropSST experiment (see

section 2b). Another explanation is that the differences

between the anomalies are due to nonlinear interbasin

interactions between the tropical Pacific and Atlantic

circulations (Simpkins et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015).

Next we investigate the changes in RWS in boreal

winter, shown for the three SST perturbation experi-

ments in Figs. 10d–f. We find that these closely resemble

the patterns found in the divergence anomalies, sug-

gesting that changes to upper-level divergence are an

important driver of the RWS responses. To test this, we

examine the relative contributions of the two terms in

FIG. 9. Boreal winter (DJF) climatologies of 200-hPa (a) divergence (s21) and (b) Rossby wave

source (s22) from the CONTROL experiment.
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Eq. (2) to the RWS, which represent vorticity advection

by the divergent component of the wind (Figs. 10g–i)

and vortex stretching, or the generation of vorticity by

divergence (Freitas and Ambrizzi 2012) (Figs. 10j–l).

Comparing the two terms to the total RWS anomalies in

Figs. 10d–f, the vortex stretching term generally domi-

nates in the extratropics, consistent with the findings of

Tyrrell et al. (1996) and Freitas and Ambrizzi (2012),

while both vorticity advection and vortex stretching

contribute to the anomalous RWS in the tropics (Jin and

Hoskins 1995). This highlights that it is unsurprising to

have similar divergence and RWS anomalies.

We now examine the spatial patterns of the RWS

anomalies. Figure 10d shows a meridional tripole pat-

tern of RWS anomalies in the western tropical Atlantic

between around 58 and 358N, which comes mainly from

the Atlantic SST forcing (Fig. 10f). In PacSST, there is a

negative RWS anomaly in the central equatorial Pacific

flanked by positive anomalies to the north and south.

While the largest divergence anomalies are found in the

tropics, collocated with the anomalous SSTs, the stron-

gest RWS anomalies are found in the extratropical

North Pacific owing to the larger absolute vorticity and

vorticity gradients in the vicinity of the North Pacific jet

(Shimizu and de Albuquerque Cavalcanti 2010). The

enhanced divergence near 308–458N, 1808 and decreased

divergence in the northeast Pacific at 458N, 1308W in

TropSST and AtlSST (Figs. 10a,c) are coincident with

strong RWS anomalies, with regions of anomalous di-

vergence (convergence) corresponding to regions of

negative (positive) RWS anomalies (Figs. 10d,f). This

can be contrasted with the enhanced divergence in the

FIG. 10. Difference in boreal winter (DJF) 200-hPa (a)–(c) divergence (s21), (d)–(f) Rossby wave source (RWS) (s22), (g)–(i) vortex

stretching term (s22), and (j)–(l) advection of absolute vorticity term (s22) for the (a),(d),(g),(j) TropSST, (b),(e),(h),(k) PacSST, and

(c),(f),(i),(l) AtlSST experiments relative to the CONTROL experiment. Stippling denotes regions where differences are statistically

significant at the 95% confidence level.
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North Pacific near 308N, 1708W in PacSST and a nega-

tive RWS anomaly, indicating an enhanced anticyclonic

vorticity tendency.

Jin and Hoskins (1995) and Freitas et al. (2017) found

that anomalous divergence (convergence) coincident

with negative (positive) RWS anomalies result in anti-

cyclonic (cyclonic) circulation near the source and

wavelike structures downstream.We find a similar result

when comparing the anomalous RWS (Figs. 10d–f) with

the eddy Z200 anomalies in Fig. 5a (TropSST) and

Figs. 6a and 6b (PacSST and AtlSST, respectively). In

the extratropical North Pacific, downstream of the

negative RWS anomaly between 1358E and 1708W and

around 408N, which is mostly driven by vortex

stretching (Freitas et al. 2017), there is a positive eddy

Z200 anomaly and downstream of the positive RWS

anomaly, a negative eddy Z200 anomaly. Therefore, as

TropSST and AtlSST have similar RWS and divergence

anomalies in the North Pacific, it is expected that their

circulation responses would be similar and therefore

explains the similarity in the response of NCG circula-

tion in the two experiments. This highlights that the

North Pacific response in TropSST is strongly influenced

by the Atlantic SST anomalies, which then acts to am-

plify the negative NCG anomaly driven by the tropical

Pacific SSTs.

Various studies have found a remote influence of

Atlantic warming on the North Pacific (e.g., Elsbury

et al. 2019; Davini et al. 2015; Sutton and Hodson 2007;

Zhang and Delworth 2007; Okumura et al. 2009; Sun

et al. 2017; Ruprich-Robert et al. 2017; Kucharski et al.

2014; Zhang et al. 2019), particularly in the context of

Atlantic multidecadal variability (AMV). Several of

these studies show a weakening of the Aleutian low

and a trough over North America due to imposed

warming in the tropical Atlantic, which is similar to the

response in the AtlSST experiment. Some of these

studies used coupled models and found that Atlantic

warming produces east Pacific cooling through modu-

lation of the Walker circulation (e.g., McGregor et al.

2014; Ruprich-Robert et al. 2017; Kucharski et al. 2014);

this means the North Pacific response may be partly

mediated through tropical Pacific ocean–atmosphere

coupling that is neglected in our experiments. Kucharski

et al. (2014) performed an experiment using an atmo-

spheric model with imposed Atlantic warming and

showed anomalous low-level westerlies in the tropical

east Pacific and tropical Atlantic and enhanced low-

level easterlies in the tropical west Pacific (see their

Fig. 3c); this resembles the pattern of lower tropospheric

equatorial zonal winds in AtlSST (Fig. 11). Furthermore,

Ruprich-Robert et al. (2017) performed an experiment

FIG. 11. Zonal and vertical wind vectors (m s21) in DJF averaged over 6108 latitude in the Pacific and Atlantic

sectors. (a) CONTROL climatology, and differences in (b) TropSST, (c) PacSST, and (d) AtlSST. Red line ap-

proximately demarcates the Pacific and Atlantic sectors. The zonal wind is scaled by a factor (p/1000) and the

vertical wind by a factor p for plotting.
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using CESM1 with imposed tropical Atlantic warming

and with tropical Pacific SSTs relaxed toward climatol-

ogy, thereby removing the Pacific–SST feedback. The

experiment also showed a weakening of the Aleutian

low and a trough over North America (see their Fig. 9f),

albeit with a weaker magnitude than when the Pacific–

SST feedback is included. The extratropical Rossby

wave pattern in their experiment closely resembles the

response in AtlSST. The findings of Ruprich-Robert

et al. (2017) along with our results show an atmospheric

bridge connects tropical Atlantic warming with a weak-

ened Aleutian low (Figs. 5 and 6) is mediated through

the perturbed Walker circulation and ITCZ shown in

Figs. 11 and 10c. This remote response toAtlanticwarming

amplifies the Pacific-driven negative eddy Z200 re-

sponse over NCG.

f. Comparison with ERA-Interim

To put the dynamical analysis into the context of the

reanalysis data, we compare the modeled response in

divergence andWAF to the differences in ERA-Interim

between 1979–88 and 2003–12 (Fig. 13). Differences in

divergence are plotted where they are statistically sig-

nificant at the 95% level computed from a 1000-member

bootstrap distribution of differences between two 10-yr

random samples from ERA-Interim.

The ERA-Interim differences show a negative diver-

gence anomaly in the northern subtropical Pacific to the

east of the date line. There is also a similar feature in the

Atlantic sector to the east of the Caribbean Sea. Both of

these regions of anomalies are broadly consistent with

the TropSST experiment, but they are generally less

spatially coherent and the signal-to-noise lower in this

short period. The WAF anomalies in ERA-Interim

show comparable differences to the TropSST experi-

ment in the northern subtropical Pacific, with poleward

wave energy fluxes in the western Pacific and equator-

ward fluxes in the eastern Pacific. However, the WAF

anomalies over NorthAmerica and into theNCG region

have an opposite direction in ERA-Interim to the

TropSST experiment, which is likely associated with the

difference in sign of the geopotential height anomalies

FIG. 12. The sum of the PacSST and AtlSST anomalies in 200-hPa (a) divergence (s21) and

(b) RWS (s22).
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over NCG between ERA-Interim and the model ex-

periments. The overall low significance of the ERA-

Interim anomalies provides further motivation for

performing long model simulations with a doubled-

amplitude SST forcing, so the effect of changes in

SSTs can be distinguished from internal variability.

4. Discussion

Our study was motivated by D14, who performed

trend analysis over 1979 to 2012 and found a positive

trend in annual mean eddy Z200 over NCG, which they

linked to an anomalous Rossby wave train emanating

from the eastern tropical Pacific. In this study, how-

ever, we find an opposite response to anomalous

tropical SST perturbations derived from the same pe-

riod imposed in a global atmospheric model. Our time

slice experiments forced with anomalous SSTs be-

tween 308N and 308S (TropSST) and in the Pacific and

Atlantic Ocean basins only (PacSST and AtlSST, re-

spectively), show a negative anomaly in boreal winter

(DJF) 200-hPa eddy geopotential height over NCG.

This result is supported by analysis of AMIP large

initial condition ensemble experiments from four other

models. Similarly to D14, we do find that the response to

the imposed SSTs is associated with anomalous Rossby

wave activity, but with a different structure and with an

important role for the SST perturbations in the tropical

Atlantic.

As discussed above, after excluding some possibilities,

the differences in results between the two studies may

be a consequence of the following:

1) The source region for the wave train in our experi-

ments being located farther west in the subtropical

Pacific (around 358N, 1308E) and propagating in an

arc-like trajectory across the North Pacific, over

NCG and into the North Atlantic. We have shown

that the anomalous RWS is strongly related to the

anomalous upper-level divergence, which will be

related to the convective response to the imposed

SSTs and this may differ between models.

2) Rossby wave propagation is sensitive to the back-

ground state (Scaife et al. 2017) and biases in the

model’s climatology compared to observations could

affect wave propagation to high latitudes. In this

version of HadGEM3, the subtropical jet in the

Pacific sector is located farther poleward compared

to the reanalysis and shows a northward tilt near

the jet exit region (not shown). Therefore it is pos-

sible these differences would affect wave propaga-

tion from the tropical Pacific toward the Arctic.

However, given that our results are in broad agree-

ment with Meehl et al. (2018), who used the CAM5

model, and with the FACTS AMIP experiments, the

main conclusions do not appear to be particularly

sensitive to this.

3) Differences in experimental design between the

studies. Here we use time slice model experiments

with prescribed fixed SSTs and sea ice, while D14 use

model experiments with prescribed time-varying

SSTs in the tropics coupled to a slab ocean in the

extratropics with a thermodynamic sea ice compo-

nent. These additional factors may have played a role

in differences between the responses, with feedbacks

FIG. 13. Differences in 200-hPa divergence (s21; shading) and WAF (m2 s22; vectors) be-

tween 1979–88 and 2003–12 in the ERA-Interim reanalysis. Only areas where the difference in

divergence is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level are shown. Confidence in-

tervals are estimated from a 1000-member bootstrap distribution of differences between two

random 10-yr periods in ERA-Interim.
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and coupling through changes in extratropical

SSTs and sea ice potentially influencing the re-

sponse over NCG. The FACTS AMIP simulations

also prescribe SSTs and sea ice so they exclude two-

way atmosphere–ocean coupling.

4) The representation of the stratosphere, which can

play a prominent role in teleconnections between the

tropical Pacific and high latitudes (e.g., Ineson and

Scaife 2009; Trascasa-Castro et al. 2019). The model

used here extends to ;84-km altitude whereas D14

used a model with relatively coarse vertical resolu-

tion. While analysis of the stratospheric response in

these experiments is beyond the scope of this study, it

is one factor that could influence the extratropical

responses and warrants investigation in future.

The contrasting results of our study compared to D14

indicate that the role of teleconnections for atmospheric

circulation over NCG is still uncertain. A further issue,

which has implications for understanding tropical–

extratropical teleconnections, is that current coupled

climate models such as CMIP5 do not capture the

correct SST gradient in the Pacific as observed thereby

affecting their simulated tropical–extratropical tele-

connections (Coats and Karnauskas 2017). This leads

to further uncertainty in diagnosing tropical–extratropical

teleconnections and their impacts on Arctic climate.

5. Conclusions

Identifying and separating the physical processes

driving Arctic climate change is challenging due to the

presence of large internal variability, nonlinear inter-

actions between the atmosphere, oceans, and sea ice,

and the relatively short observational record. This study

examines the role of recent tropical sea surface tem-

perature (SST) changes for atmospheric circulation over

northern Canada and Greenland (NCG) using a set of

experiments with the HadGEM3-A model. A control

simulation (CONTROL) was forced with observed

SSTs and sea ice averaged over 1979–88 and was com-

pared to three perturbation experiments which include

the addition of tropical SST anomalies from the period

2003–12. These anomalies were doubled in amplitude to

increase the signal-to-noise ratio and were applied over

the entire tropics (TropSST; 308N–308S), in the tropical

Pacific only (PacSST), and in the tropical Atlantic only

(AtlSST).

All the experiments show a decrease in eddy geo-

potential height over NCG, which is opposite to the in-

crease found in ERA-Interim between 1979–88 and

2003–12. The decadal mean difference in geopotential

height over NCG in ERA-Interim was not found to be

highly statistically significant based on a bootstrap

analysis, but we note that the linear trend analysis of

D14 did identify a significant positive trend in eddy geo-

potential height over NCG during this period. The

signal of a decrease in eddy geopotential height over

NCG was also found in a set of large initial condition

ensemble AMIP experiments from four other models,

lending confidence to the result fromHadGEM3-A. The

similar changes in circulation over NCG in the TropSST

experiment and the AMIP simulations also suggest that

tropical SST changes play a key role for the overall

forced change in Northern Hemisphere circulation over

this period. There is therefore disagreement between

our results and D14 with respect to the role of recent

multidecadal tropical SST changes in driving circulation

changes over NCG. It is possible that the NCG circu-

lation changes found by D14 were a result of coupled

atmosphere–ocean interactions and feedbacks, which

were excluded in HadGEM3-A and the FACTS simu-

lations, but this remains to be tested.

The regional NCG response in the TropSST experi-

ment was shown to be a consequence of both tropical

Pacific and Atlantic SST changes. The response to the

tropical Atlantic SSTs arises indirectly from the forma-

tion of an anomalous RWS in the extratropical Pacific

mediated through interbasin coupling. Analysis of the

vertical velocity and wind response indicates that

warmer Atlantic SSTs drive westward equatorial

upper-level flow between the Atlantic and Pacific, al-

tering the Walker circulation and ITCZ position (cf.

Elsbury et al. 2019; Sun et al. 2017). The anomalous

upper-level divergence and RWS in the extratropical

Pacific result in downstream wave propagation (Jin and

Hoskins 1995). This, coupled with the poleward propa-

gating wave train generated by the tropical Pacific SST

anomalies, results in an amplification of the negative

eddy Z200 anomaly over NCG relative to the PacSST

experiment.

While we have focused on understanding the atmo-

spheric circulation response to tropical SST forcing, the

teleconnections discussed here can impact on surface

climate (e.g., Flournoy et al. 2016; Goss et al. 2016;

Graversen and Burtu 2016). Indeed, D14 showed that

the positive geopotential height anomaly over NCG in

their study resulted in enhanced surface warming. We

find a similar result in that with the negative geo-

potential height anomaly there is a negative tempera-

ture anomaly at the surface (not shown). Therefore

having a better understanding of what drives these cir-

culation anomalies will improve understanding of sur-

face climate drivers in a region that is already highly

vulnerable to rapid global climate change (Hartmann

et al. 2013; Cohen et al. 2014).
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